IEEE Future Networks has started a new series of workshops to investigate challenges and opportunities across the wide range of technologies necessary for 5G and Beyond communications. This workshop will provide a platform for the industry leaders, innovators, and researchers from the industry and academic community to collaborate and exchange ideas in this emerging technology that may help in driving the standards and rapid deployment.

We are offering sponsorship opportunities for companies that want to insert themselves at the center of the conversation.

Since the launch of Second-Generation Networks (2G), there has been an evolution of the next generation of the networks every decade. The research and standardization for each future mobile service was initiated many years before its commercial launch. In 2019, 5G Networks began to be deployed commercially after almost ten years of planning. Similarly, the race for the 6G wireless networks that will be operational in 2030 has already started. To fulfill its potential in the upcoming decade, 6G will undoubtedly require an architectural orchestration based on the amalgamation of existing solutions and innovation technologies. Several standards bodies include 3GPP, ITU, IEEE, Next G Alliance and various research projects around the world are working towards the evolution of the next generation of networks.

26-27 October
Free & Virtual

This workshop will explore evolving Future networks (5G/6G) use-cases, as well as associated research challenges. The objective of this workshop is to bring together global expertise and create a joint platform for knowledge exchanges, presentation of results, and fruitful discussions to identify gaps and future directions for the IEEE FNI Security Working Group and efforts.
WE ARE OFFERING SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMPANIES THAT WANT TO INSERT THEMSELVES AT THE CENTER OF THE CONVERSATION

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS

Gold
- Keynote speaker
- Attendee Resume Access
- Attendee Registration List
- Company Presentation Slot & Invited talks
- Online media promotion
- Full Conference Access
- Live Mention
- Logo on event website

Silver
- Company Presentation Slot & Invited talks
- Online media promotion
- Full Conference Access
- Live Mention
- Logo on event website

Bronze
- Online media promotion
- Full Conference Access
- Live Mention
- Logo on event website

MORE INFO: